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Torchlight 2 Engineer builds to move away from the usual dogma that surrounds the profession in most games, and instead gives the class some neat twists and a bit of flavor to make it effective in almost any situation. With a powerful set of tanks, damage, and the ability to control the crowd at hand, the engineer has
the luxury of taking on the role of almost any character in the co-op, and also has enough in it to combine these attributes and venture forward alone. For more help on Torch 2, read our Embermage, Outlander and Berserker builds. Torchlight 2 Engineer Builds This guide will provide you with a few engineer builds. Note
that build stats are not rigid and fast, and are only designed to give you an idea of the distribution that is. Engineer Build #1 Stats Force 260 Dexterity 85 Focus 30 Vitality 160 Skills Blitz Flamer Hammer (15/15) Onslaught (15/15) Storm Explosion (5/15) Heavy Rise (15/15) Supercharged (10/15) De Coup de Grace (15))
/15) Construction Healing Bot (15/15) Gun Bot (15/15) Bulwark (15/15) Fire and Spark (15/15) Aegis Charge Reconstruction (15/15) With a focus primarily on the Blitz and the construction of trees, this build attempts to make the most of the damage to the engineer, With a major focus on skills, associated with the
Hammer. You may be surprised by the 5 passive skills used, but a good Hammer build one that uses strong damage to increase the passivity of the engineer, which is generally extremely reliable. When you combine the effects of Flame Hammer, Onslaught, Heavy Rise, Supercharged, and Coup de Grace and Destroy
Your Target, provided the hit effects of heavy lifting triggers. The 5 points in Storm Burst are mostly for extra mobility, and if you feel you can afford to donate something from other regions to invest in it, there's really no need. Building a tree is a more useful basis in this build, with a focus on getting some healing with
Healing Bot, and a bit of added fire support from Liabilities and Gun Bot. Aegis has a lone Charge Reconstruction maxed out by obvious targets. It's a big little passive that scales with player level, and remains generally very useful throughout. Engineer build #2 Stats Force 225 Dexterity 157 Focus 35 Vitality 116 Skills
Blitz Heavy Rise (15/15) Coup de Grace (15/15) Building Healing Bot (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast
Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/15) Blast Gun (15/Blast Gun 15/15) Gun Bot (15/15) Sani Bot (15/15) Bulwark (15/15) Fire and Spark (15/15) Aegis is your primary skill for this gun-based blast gun assembly. In addition, the main goal should be to use your bots, of which there are 3. Fire and Spark and
Bulwark are a must for any construction-based assembly, and a heavy lift along with de Grace lets you do great with your standard hits when you run out of mana. For statistics, make sure to go for strength and agility -- there's no real reason to The Focus is here because the heavy lift is more than enough to give you
good damage with standard abilities, and healing bot along with mana potion should be enough. Viability is important, but it gets a third priority, as it is not a tank to build, and the engineer is equipped well with defensive abilities to keep it alive for a long time. Build #3 Stats Strength 265 Dexterity 0 Focus 5 Vitality 265
Skills Blitz Seismic Helmet (10/15) Onslaught (5/15) Supercharged (15/15) Building Healing Bot (15/15) Spider Mines (15/15) Spider Mines (15/15) Spider Mines (15/15) Spider Mines (15/15) Spider Mines (15/15) Spider Mines (15/15) Spider Mines (15/15) 15/1)5) Bulwark (15/15) Fire and Spark (15/15) Aegis Sword and
Council (15/15) Aegis Destiny (15/15) It's all of tanks built, fits well, If you are playing co-op or looking solo in difficult situations. Personally, I would like to know this as the safest way to play an engineer without sacrificing too much damage. At first glance, it may seem a little lacking in power, but a huge investment stat in
strength, along with a ridiculously large amount of crowd control; You get a super-efficient build that requires nothing more than just a lot of armor, some decent items, and a wise mind. Your bread-and-butter damage skills here are seismic helmet and onslaught, along with a brilliant passive Super Charge. While not
much has been invested in these active skills, they are more than viable for their effects status and overall production. For protection, your main healing and mana regen is the source of the Healing Bot. Spider bots are fanatical because each of them has a chance at an upgraded explosion that can do a lot of damage.
Other armor defenses come mainly from Bulwark, Sword and Board, and Aegis Destiny. Shield Bash and Forsfield are very useful defensive-offensive abilities, and generally have to give you enough to survive the most horrible enemies. Build #4 Stats Strength 237 Dexterity 110 Focus 0 Viability 158 Skills Blitz Seismic
Helmet (15/15) Onslaught (15/15) Supercharged (15/15) Building Healing Bot (15/15) 15) Bulwark (15/15) Fire and Spark (15/15) Aegis Shield Bash (15/15) Sword and Board (15/15) Aegis Destiny This hybrid assembly is a combination of aggression, tanks, and passive damage to the transaction. Aggression comes from
45 points in the Blitz that spread in seismic helmets, onslaught, and passive supercharger. This combination will give you a good combination of damage with your shield and any combination. Of course, the strength and agility of the combo will also give you a large amount of damage momentum, as with the flat increase
in damage and the critical chance of a hit also increased. For tanks, you have a lot of defensive passive and active options at hand. Healing Bot again acts as the main source of healing and mana generation, thus without requiring a large investment in Focus. Viability is an important factor, and therefore get second on
the number of stat points, the second only force. For passive damage, you have A long-range blast gun that will require some witty positioning as well as crowd control from the Shield Bash, which has more tank skill but is very good if you mix it with pumping. Engineer Build #5 Skills Blitz Seismic Slam 15 Onslaught 5
Emberquake 15 Heavy Rise 15 Boost 15 Coup de Grace 5 Building Healing Bot 15 Fire and Spark 15 Charge Dominance 1 Aegis Forcefield 15 Immobilization Copter 15 Charge Recovery 1 Stats 1 Stats You Just Need to Maintain a Ratio 4:1 with Strength: Dexterity And When Has 53 Points, Put all remaining points to
the force. This engineering build is fairly simple, but efficient and powerful. It will have an armor expert spell with level 4 and adrenaline, experience weapons and concentration of spells as well. Keep in mind that you can get a hard time if you don't have a first level emberquake. Torchlight 2 Engineer Build #6 Skills Blitz
Seismic Slam 15 Onslaught 5 Emberquake 15 Pumping 15 Building Healing Bot 15 Fire and Spark 15 Charge Dominance 1 Aegis Forcefield 15 Immobilization Copter 15 Sword and Council 1 Charge Recovery 1 Stats As an Entry Level You Need to Put 1 Star in Agility and 2 In Focus and Vitality. You need to get agility
up to 53 points and then start wasting 3 points on focus and 2 points on viability. You have to keep agility 53 as it will give 10% dodge and a 10% critical kick chance. Keep a focus on seismic slam and emberquake as they are the main source of damage in this build. It will be a powerful build, blocking the spell at level 4
and experience the weapon, concentration and haste of spells as well. Aegis Shield BashYou smashes enemies in front of you, naked them, slowing down their attacks and knocking them back. The damage is five times greater than the armor of your shield. Each fee you currently provide an additional 10% damage
bonus. Shield Bash uses physical armor on the shield only to calculate damage (any elementary armor on the shield is not considered). The damage is improved only by Focus, not strength, and charge damage to bonus stacks with other interest bonuses. The skills of an engineer based on the shield are frankly quite
pathetic and don't cost any points, since you most likely won't use the shield anyway (see Forcefield). ForcefieldYour armor projects embers of energy, creating a force field around you, and a semi-strength force field around the Allies. As soon as the force field absorbs its maximum damage, it dissipates. Forcefield uses
all available charges to increase damage absorption by 50% per charge. When maxed out, with a full bonus of five charges, Forcefield will absorb more than 60K damage when using a level 100 character (damage absorption scales with both rank skill and player level). Forcefield will also protect your pet and other
players, does not protect summoned henchmen. Forcefield will nullify all incoming damage, except This skill is a staple for any engineer to build, especially on hardcore. IMPORTANT: Forcefield absorption damage applies to the block, making the shields essentially pointless for any Forcefield-using
Engineer.OverloadYou overloads the chain of your armor to project new energy coals, electric current to five enemies in a six-meter radius around you. Overload uses all available charges to increase its damage by 50% per charge. Overload doesn't really stand out at all because the engineer has other much better AOE
skills. Electric damage overload weights with player level, weapon DPS damage % scales with skill rank. Electrical damage also improves Focus and q% electrical damage bonuses. Dynamo FieldYou tap on the energy of your armor to project an electric explosion in a five-meter radius. This electric splash generates a
charge for each opponent that hit, up to five on the field. Dynamo Field is an excellent skill for any engineer who constantly relies on charges (either for Flame Hammer, Forcefield, etc.). Damage to the Dynamo field is improved by Focus bonuses and % electrical damage. The damage also stacks with you, so if you have
a Dynamo field that deals 2,000 damage in 2 seconds and you hit an opponent with two fast consecutive casts, you'll have to deal a total of 4,000 damage (damage over time ignoring enemy armor). The range of skill is also quite large, especially in the maximum rank. Note that any bonuses of the increased bet do not
affect the speed of the Dynamo Field charge gain. TremorDischarging energy from suit to ground causes massive shock waves to expand outwards, knocking back and weakening enemies for 24 meters. Tremor does not cause any damage if the prosecution is not used to throw it. Tremor is useful as a crowd control skill
for draftees and gunners, but its exorbitantly long cooling can be a major drawback. Fire BashYou channel a powerful burst of energy through the shield up to six meters. The damage comes from the armor of your shield value. Initial physical damage is tripled and the blast range increases to nine metres in a single
charge. The physical damage of Fire Bash is equal to the physical armor on your shield and the damage from the burn is 12 times physical armor on your shield. Both physical and burn injuries with rank skill and improved Focus (burn damage is also improved by bonuses for fire damage). Like Shield Bash, it's a pretty
useless skill in general. Immobilize CopterYou to deploy an immobilizing drone that slows enemies within reach of their beam. Copter is a permanent minion, which means that it cannot be attacked or enemies and will disappear only if you move between playgrounds (underground floors, cities, etc.). When upgraded to
Level II, it will also harm enemies, albeit a fairly small amount. Mostly mostly although the Level I bonus is not that bad. Sword and board (passive) your skill with shield goes beyond defense and straight into offense, adding some of the armor value to your shield directly in melee attacks as physical damage. The listed
percentage of your shield's physical armor skills is added to the overall damage that is unalmeted, similar to the flat damage bonuses from the operation of the armor. So even if you have a shield with high value armor, such as 200, it will still only ever add no more than 180 damage, regardless of your strength, focus,
DPS, etc. Sword and board, quite possibly the most useless skill in the entire game. Aegis of Destiny (Passive) When enemies attack you, your armor has a chance to create a defensive bubble around you that prevents further damage. The amount of damage this shield can absorb is 200% of your armor plus 100. When
Aegis is active, you also get 50% rollback resistance. Aegis is a permanent layer of protection, similar to the presence of additional armor. Aegis can only cause a kick if you get hit, which means it has no synergy with Forcefield because active Forcefield absorbs all the damage before Aegis can cause, and active Aegis
has no effect while Forcefield is up. However, unlike Forsfield, Aegis does not weaken as you do damage. You are completely immune to any attack that does not exceed the Aegis damage cover (after calculating the armor and reducing the damage). It also has unlimited duration and will remain active even when you
move between cities, dungeon floors, etc. Skill may be worth a point, but this is usually overshadowed by Forcefield.Example: You have 400 physical armor, so Aegis will absorb 400 and 2,100 and 900 damage. So if the monster usually causes 5,000 physical damage and you also have a 75% reduction in damage, that
damage is first reduced to 4600-4800 of your armor, then then further reduced to 1150-1200 to reduce the damage, then 900 damage is absorbed, which means you only take 250-300 damage. Aegis will remain active and continue to reduce damage by 900 per impact. Charging Recovery (Passive) When you use a
charge for skills, you regain some of your health. Useless even as a one-point miracle, because the max-level Healing Bot already heals you for more than the rank of 6/15 Charge Recovery will be. Healing in general is also completely pointless for any engineer using Forcefield, because Forcefield absorbs all the
damage anyway. Still.
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